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The other big difference between the Sony Xperia Z1 Compact and the Xperia Z2 is price. Sony has
seen some fierce competition from Apple and Samsung, so is cutting the price of its flagship to

undercut the iPhone 5s and Galaxy S4. The Z2 will cost $599.99, which is a pretty massive drop on
the original Z1, which sells for $550 (around £380) with two-year contract in the U.S. At Mobile World

Congress, Sony says there will be announcements from its new Xperia smartphones, including the
Z2. A convertible version of the Z2 will also be unveiled at the show. But it doesn't look as though we

can expect any surprises from the Japanese device maker this year --although the Xperia Z2 could
prove very interesting. Sony has teamed up with Toshiba, a Japanese company that has struggled in
recent years, to give 3G service to subscribers of the NTT DoCoMo network, which is used by most
people in Japan. The partnership is meant to give Toshiba a wider customer base, and it will launch
the first 3G Xperia models, the Z1 Compact and Z1, later this year. Marriages are fragile things, but

they can also be downright explosive. The Z1 was a hit among early adopters, thanks largely to
Sony.s unique motion-sensing interface, the way it could detect your movements and get out of the

way. But some werent as quick to pick up on what Sony had accomplished as the company had
anticipated. One company that is ready for the shift in the market is Sony. The makers of Bravias
Android phones over the past few years have built an extended family of phones and tablets that

look and feel the same. While Samsung builds its software with Google, which is pretty standard, the
more disciplined Sony approaches Android from within. The Xperia Z2 retains the sleek, minimalist

design that first made its big sister the Xperia Z in 2013. It will be available in Europe and the United
Kingdom early next month. No word on pricing or the markets that will be available.
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Regulators want the industry to
improve online security and

strengthen customer data protection,
and here's a headache for Sony.

According to the Internet giant's self-
imposed privacy pledge, Sony is

required to change the settings of its
users' digital photo uploads and store
them on the cloud for a minimum of
two years if they want to sell their
images to outside resellers. The

company has responded by taking the
privacy issue "very seriously" and
doubling down on its offerings to

monitor the media it collects on its
users. Unlike its me-too rivals, Sony is
embracing the new digital landscape
in an innovative way. Its new Xperia
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Z2 packs the same internals as the
Xperia Z1, but is smaller and slimmer,

has a smaller display and a lighter
weight. When it comes to controlling
one's phone remotely, others reckon

that Google+ and its web-based
services are more effective -- and

even easier to use. Facebook has one
billion-plus users, while Twitter has

1.5 billion active users, both far
greater in numbers than Sony's less
than 500,000 members. And while

they offer different services, they all
use the cloud. As much as Sony fans

have expected more from the
company on the hardware front, it's
actually their software and even the
services that matter the most. Yet,
Sony hasn't exactly achieved their

goals. Sony has a catalog of services
that's the envy of most and they've
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been improving since I started using
their Xperia devices. While I'm a huge
fan of Sony Music Unlimited, Sony's

other services can't match it in quality
or the number of available songs. The
same goes for its PlayStation Network
games library (with the exception of
Sony's own Vita titles). 5ec8ef588b
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